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Editorial
Wessex was the only trial this month.
Congratulations to Susanne Jaffa and Ob
Ch AMBERSLADE BUCKANEER for
winning the TD ticket judged by John West.

WORKING TRIALS MONTHLY

By the time you read this issue, WTM will
have relocated to Staffordshire. Of course
the email contacts will remain the same.
Our new address will be as above.
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It appears that my editorial of last month
along with articles printed in the other dog
press have not fallen on deaf ears with the
Kennel Club being quick to respond (see
page 4). It’s good to know that they do
listen and are prepared to take on board
suggestions on how to make this very
important bill workable without penalising
responsbile dog owners.
Unfortunately the auction to raise funds for
the KCC will not take place this year due to
lack of support.
As the autumn season is almost upon us,
could I ask all trial managers to please send
in a short list of the trial results as soon as
possible for posting on the WTM website.
It appears that this is No. 1 on the
competitors wish list

The opinions expressed within this magazine are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff. Written permission must be
obtained for any item to be reproduced
whether in newsletters or on the Internet.
©

Mark Skillin
Editior
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Club Focus

News from the K ennel Club

SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS
SOCIETY

DOG CONTROL BILL
The Kennel Club appreciates the feedback
we have been receiving in regards to Lord
Redesdale’s Dog Control Bill and thanks
your readers and columnists for bringing
the possible problems which might arise
for those that take part in working trials
and Schutzhund. The intention of the Bill
is not to penalise sports such as this and we
will therefore be looking at putting forward
an amendment to the Bill, much as we did
with the Hunting Act to protect field trials.

I have made a bit of a boob in the 2 adverts
which were printed in WTM last month
and have put the wrong entry fees.
Please use the fees quoted in this month’s
issue.
Please accept my apologies for any
inconvenience.
June McPhillips

The difficulty in regards to this is the
possibility of an amendment being open to
abuse. If for example an exemption was put
forward simply stating dogs involved in PD
stakes and Schutzhund were exempt, and

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
August

3rd
4th
9th
11th
12th
16th
22nd

Scottish WTS
CH
TD WD UD CD
(Lauder, Berwickshire, 24 - 29 August 2010)
North East Counties WTS
CH
PD UD CD
(Rennington, Nr Alnwick. 2nd – 5th September 2010)
NASA
OP
CD Intro
(Castle Combe. 4 - 5th September 2010)
Yorkshire WTS
OP
WD UD CD
(Rufforth, 4th-5th September 2010)
ASPADS
OP
TD WD UD CD
(Monk Fryston, ends 19th September 2010)
SATS
OP
PD WD UD Intro
(Hailsham, 16th - 18th September 2010)
Poole and District WTS
CH
TD WD UD CD Intro
(Ringwood, Hants. 21st-25th September 2010)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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a dog involved in these activities attacked
someone outside the sport, this could have
a hugely damaging effect on the reputation
of the disciplines as well as bringing the
effectiveness and legitimacy of the Bill
into question.

person must have qualified a dog CD Ex.
(amendment underlined)
The Kennel Club launched the Introductory
Stake in Working Trials in January 2010.
The first Stake was held by Surrey Dog
Training Society in February 2010 and
attracted 14 entries. Soon after, the Welsh
Kennel Club held an Introductory Stake,
also in February, which had eight entrants.

Also, it could be argued that anyone
allowing their dog to behave aggressively
could abuse this amendment by citing that
their dog is simply being trained for Patrol
Dog stake or Schutzhund, when this is not
the case.

The Introductory Stake has been created to
encourage new competitors into Working
Trials. Some of the exercises have been
simplified or shortened and handlers are
allowed to talk to their dogs during the
heelwork round.

We would therefore appreciate any
comments or suggestions from the
working trial fraternity as to how best to
approach this task. I would like to reiterate
that the Kennel Club does not wish to
see responsible owners penalised. The
intention of the Bill is to deal with those
owners that give the rest of us a bad name
whilst better protecting the public by
dealing with potentially dangerous dogs at
the first signs of problem behaviour.
Caroline Kisko,
Kennel Club Secretary

To date, over 50 new competitors have
taken the Introductory Stake and provided
some very positive feedback to the clubs
and organisers concerned. It is very much
hoped that many of these handlers and dogs
will continue to enjoy the sport of Working
Trials.
Later this month Working Trials will also
feature at the Young Kennel Club annual
camp to be held at Brooksby College,
Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire. It is
hoped that some of the dogs and handlers
will also be encouraged to compete in
the Introductory Stake at the end of their
training.

WORKING TRIAL INTRODUCTORY
STAKE
The Kennel Club recently amended its
regulation regarding the qualification
required to judge an Introductory Stake in
Working Trials. At its meeting on 5 July
2010, the General Committee confirmed an
amendment to Regulation I.24.f to confirm
that to judge the Introductory Stake the
judge must have qualified a dog CD Ex,
which is the same qualification needed to
judge a Companion Dog Stake.

NEW BILL TO TACKLE IRRESPONSIBLE DOG OWNERS PASSES
NEXT STAGE
A new Dog Control Bill designed to deal
with the other end of the lead, the dog
owners themselves, has successfully
passed its second stage in the House of

Regulation I.24
f. To judge the Introductory Stake a
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Lords today.

Dogs Bill has had a successful second
stage and is now going to Committee in the
House of Lords. A number of issues were
raised which will have to be dealt with
in Committee but all contributions in the
debate stressed the need for responsibility
on the other end of the lead – with owners”.

Liberal Democrat Peer Rupert Redesdale
outlined before the Lords his intention
to introduce major changes to current
dangerous dog legislation, which is widely
considered to be one of the most ineffective
pieces of government legislation ever
brought into force.

Lord Redesdale’s work on the Bill has been
supported by the Dangerous Dogs Act Study
Group, which is made up of animal welfare
organisations, veterinary professionals and
local authorities. The DDASG has lobbied
against the inadequacies of the Dangerous
Dogs Act 1991 for many years and believes
that current legislation has failed to protect
the public and instead caused a significant
welfare issue whilst creating the problem
of status dogs.

These changes include:
•
More emphasis on the owner’s
responsibilities – the Bill supports the
principle that it is the owner who has the
potential to make a dog either well-behaved
or badly-behaved. It gives authorised
officers the powers to place Dog Control
Notices on irresponsible owners at the first
signs of dog aggression.
•
Legislation will no longer be
breed specific – since the Dangerous Dogs
Act 1991, public money and resources
have been wasted by already overstretched
police authorities seizing dogs simply
for being of a particular breed or type.
Research now overwhelmingly supports
the principle of ‘deed not breed’, and proves
that genetics (breed) play only a limited
part in the temperament of an individual
dog, with environment and training having
a far greater effect.

DDASG Chairman and Veterinary
Director of Dogs Trust, Chris Laurence
said “Contrary to the comments of Lord
Grantchester in this afternoon’s speech,
Dogs Trust wholeheartedly supports the
work of the DDASG, at which we Chair,
and Lord Redesdale’s Dog Control Bill.
The Bill focuses on prevention rather
than cure, better protects the public and
emphasises responsible dog ownership
and all members of DDASG are delighted
that it has passed its next stage through
Parliament”.

•
Attacks which take place on
private property would also become a
criminal offence – a large number of dog
attack incidents occur within the home
and on private property. The Bill includes
various exemptions such as being attacked
by another animal, provocation, and attacks
on individuals committing an offence for
which they could be imprisoned.

Existing legislation has failed to reduce
the number of dog bite incidents in the
UK, which have risen in the past five years
by 79% in London and 43% nationally*.
Meanwhile costs have continued to rise;
it was revealed that 10 million pounds has
been spent by the Metropolitan Police alone
in the past 3 years simply to implement
Section 1 of the Dangerous Dogs Act,
relating to the seizure, kennelling and

Regarding the second reading, Lord
Redesdale commented: “the Control of
6

euthanasia of banned breeds.

trained dogs he knows individual words not
merely a set of routines such as the retrieve
where the dog knows ‘sit, wait, fetch, come
and finish to heel’ but may not be so quick
to respond to the same commands out of
that sequence.

The Dangerous Dogs Act Study Group
has also launched a petition supporting
Lord Redesdale’s Dog Control Bill which
already has almost 10,000 signatures.
The petition can be found at http://www.
gopetition.com/petitions/repeal-andreplace-the-dangerous-dogs-act.html

Whilst learning to ‘wait’ on command
Golden Wonder learnt to listen either for
the click, or the next command which may
lead to a click. He learnt this as an isolated
exercise, not merely a prelude to jumps,
retrieve or anything else (July 2010). I used
food as a distraction to try and tease him out
of the wait and when he learnt that moving
from the wait was counter productive I
clicked and rewarded the successful wait
with whatever I had used to tease him
now being given as the reward. With this
sequence of events programmed into his
little canine brain the Golden Wonder was
primed and ready for progressing his speak
training.
As he now enjoys a game of tug with his
fleece rope toy I can move on to using the
tug toy as the reward.

For more information on DDASG, Lord
Redesdale’s Dog Control Bill and current
‘dangerous dog’ legislation visit http://
www.thekennelclub.org.uk/item/928
GOLDEN WONDER
Intelligence
Is your dog clever? How does one know
whether or not their dog is clever? Many
dog owners say their dog knows every
word they say and yet in reality, if they sit
on the grass, fold their arms and say some
of these words that the dog is reputed to
understand the dog does not respond at all.
Try it! Many dogs simply learn an order of
events, a routine, or an exercise.
Is an obedient dog clever? Is a clever dog
obedient? Is a trained dog clever, or does it
have a clever owner? Is it necessary for a
trials dog to be clever? Ask these questions
when everyone from a trial is in the pub in
the evening and be prepared for an evening
of stimulating conversation.

Progressing the Speak
Having got the rudiments of the speak
exercise (May 2010) I check my rule book
to ensure I train exactly what is required.
I find ‘the judge will control the position
of the handler in relation to the dog and
may require the handler to work the dog
walking at heel. If the dog is not required
to walk at heel, the handler may place the
dog in the stand, sit or down.’
Having, like many other trialists, struggled
to keep a keen dog quiet through the
heelwork tests in the past I choose not
to teach speak at heel until just before I
actually need it – therefore definitely not in
pre- CD training. This means I can choose
from stand, sit and down. As with the wait
on the far side of the scale I like to see if

Is the Golden Wonder clever? This is a
question I have asked myself many times
before. He learnt how to press a lever to
work the clicker very quickly (October
2009) and he now knows many ways to
work the clicker. This means he has learnt
quite a few words and like all clicker
7

the dog has a natural preference for any
particular position and go with this if he
does. Of course if the dog naturally adopts
the down on the other side of the scale and
I then train the dog to wait in the down for
this exercise I would not use the word wait
if wait means sit wait. I would simply say
‘down’.

asked him to sit and held the toy really close
to his mouth (so he had no need to move
towards it) and gave the command ‘speak.’
As soon as he did I said ‘get it’ and had a
vigorous game as a reward. After several
more successful repetitions we called it a
day. We practised this exercise over the
following few weeks in many different
places and it became a firm favourite with
my noisy little friend. I gradually moved
the toy away from his face and he learnt
to sit and wait whilst I held the toy at my
chest height and he barked. After a varying
number of barks he was released to get it
and play. Next I lowered the toy and got
him to speak. He learnt that if he ever tried
to get the toy before I said “Get it” the toy
was unceremoniously removed and he had
no game. Eventually I could place the toy on
the ground in front of Golden Wonder and
ask him to speak, he would oblige, barking
until I said “Get it”. Now I felt GW was
ready to speak on command whilst I moved
away. As before I put him in the sit wait
and left the toy on the floor just in front of
him. I took one step away and asked him to
speak. He did and was released onto the toy
as before. We repeated this exercise with
the toy on the floor in front of him to give
him an incentive to not move as I increased
the distance I moved away before asking
him to speak. This worked very well and
in no time at all I could leave him and his
toy in the wait and ask him to speak from a
distance. Wow what a clever dog! Oh and
of course he is soo pretty!

As Golden Wonder will happily bark no
matter whether he is sitting, standing,
running, or lying down (although he does
tend to jump up) I have selected the sit for
progressing his speak training.
It might be difficult to keep the dog still in
the stand it is too easy to creep forward,
a few dogs are less inclined to bark in the
down perhaps because they feel vulnerable
in this more submissive posture and this
leaves the sit as my first choice of position
if the dog shows no other preference.
When standing in front of GW I can say
‘speak’ and he will bark albeit he may
move around in front of me. Up until now
I have clicked the bark and fed him as a
reward. My aim now is to get him to wait
in a sit and speak without moving – even
when (later) I progress to moving away
from him.
First I need to show him that wait means
the same when I tease him with a toy as it
did when I teased him with a piece of food.
I said “sit wait” and held the toy in front
of him, he lunged forward to grab the toy
(as I had previously taught him to do) and
I said “Oops!” and removed the toy just
as I had done with the food in his earlier
wait training. After a couple of repetitions
he waited without lunging at the toy, then
I said “get it” (words he is familiar with
from his play training) and encouraged him
onto the toy. We repeated this a few times
to ensure he understood the need to wait
and not help himself to the toy.
Now to put the speak into the sequence. I
8

2010 KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

Hosted By
SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
October 14th - 16th 2010
At
Ramada Hotel, East Horsley, KT24 6TB.
TD tracking Thursday & Friday
PD tracking Friday
TD & PD C&A & Patrol Round Saturday
Spectators Welcome
Details of Hotel,B&B & Camping accommodation available on request
Evening entertainment at the hotel
Friday Buffet Dinner & Table Quiz competition.
Saturday Presentation Dinner £26.50
Booking for this & Menu Selection with Dorothy Bowen 01372 372582
General Enquiries to Christine Brooks 01483 473285
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stand. The problem is, every time I hear
someone refer to a ‘dominant’ belonging
to a pet owner my heart sinks. Why? Because I know the image these words conjure up in their minds: the evil dog behind
the sofa plotting to take over the house,
looking for any opportunity to usurp the
pack leader by any means necessary. This
is not a helpful perception for a pet owner
to have of the relationship they have with
their beloved pet.

CHOOSE YOUR TOOLS
By Adam Beral
I have become increasingly anxious about
the misuse of certain tools within the dog
training world. I am not talking about the
tools that we use to train our dogs, those
leads and collars and clickers. I am talking
about something that is far more important
than mere trinkets.
Some of you may use tools others of you
don’t. Some of you may even disapprove
of the tools others use. But I bet you all
talk to each other about it, don’t you? Further, because you compete in Working Trials, whether you are involved in the ‘dog
world’ in any other capacity or not, you
earn a certain degree of kudos. You go out
every day and train your pets to do some
amazing things; therefore I bet ‘pet people’ often ask your advice, don’t they?

In fact, is their dog in actuality a ‘dominant’ dog? Surely the plotting, aggressive
and reactionary dog we call dominant is
far from the real dominant dog who, by
their very nature must be calm and confident. Just as training tools can accumulate
negative misconceptions, so too can the
words we use. The word ‘dominant’ is a
common example: it has become a jargon
for any dog who is displaying problem behaviour, normally as a result of a lack of
proper training or socialisation.

Just like a dog training tool can be misused, so too can the words we use. I have
spent a long time around professional dog
people and around pet dog people and
there is a world of difference between
them and their understanding of dogs. This
is no more apparent than in the vocabulary
they use. Now, I can say with confidence
that we are all dog lovers and as such want
to see all dogs, whoever they belong to, be
happy. By helping pet people with their
training we are improving the lives of dogs
everywhere. But here is where my anxiety
comes in.

I have a degree in Animal Behaviour and
have been training dogs for over ten years.
I do not tell you this to show off, but to illustrate a point. I know what ‘dominance’
does and doesn’t mean. I know the difference between ‘reinforcement’ and ‘punishment’. I am aware what a clicker does
and how to use it. I’m sure the same is true
for you. But what about the people who ask
you for advice; what about your clients?
I work as a College Lecturer teaching Animal Care. This means I am fully versed
in teaching and learning but, more importantly it means I am fully aware of the
ignorance surrounding dog behaviour and
the mixed signals we as a community send
out to the dog-owning public. You would
be amazed at what snippets of information
an otherwise ignorant person will choose

We all have a pretty good idea of what we
mean when we talk of a ‘dominant’ dog.
We know that ‘dominance’ is not truly
at the heart of the matter, however it is a
convenient word that most professional
dog people have grown used to and under10

to pick up on and remember. ‘Dominance’
is just one of those things that has leeched
into the public psyche and had its meaning
diluted along the way.

cause we are giving people a bit of advice
and they are filling in the gaps with what
they have seen on the television or read in
magazines. Who was it who said “a little
knowledge is a dangerous thing”?

Does the average pet owner understand
that modern dog trainers using “only
positive methods” rely a lot of the time
on negative punishment? Do they know
the difference between an “old-fashioned
trainer” and a “clicker trainer”? Do they
know the difference between the APBC,
APDT, ADTB, BIPDT, KCAI?

These pet owners look to us for advice
because we are talented at communicating with dogs, not people. Nevertheless,
as many trainers are replacing tools they
have used for many years with new ones, I
would argue that the most effective tool we
have at our disposal is the words we use –
so choose them carefully.

If we are not careful, we can inadvertently create confrontational situations be-

TRIAL REPORTS
SCOTTISH WTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

Betty Calderwood and her helpers for providing some amazing meals in a tent using
a camping stove - a great job. Thank you to
my tracklayers; tracklaying on the heather
is not easy, especially when it’s thick fog!!
But they all did a brilliant job. Thanks to
my stewards, Betty Orrin and Jenny Beaton, for laying squares and putting competitors at their ease during the control rounds
and for being great company.
Tracking was on varying lengths of heather, which the dogs seem to love, so they
dragged their handlers round, oblivious to
the fact that they are struggling to walk!
But we only had 2 who fell over! Track articles were a 3 inch square of green scourer
and a large, cream coloured material tulip. Square articles were a 2.5 inch yellow
hosepipe, 3 inch x 1 inch piece of wood,
1 inch x 3 inch piece of lino and a piece of
carpet. Thanks to all of you who entered we saw some really nice work from you all.
Good luck in your future trials.

14 – 17 May 2009
Lauder
STAKE: UD
Judge: LINDA NEWBOLD
Tracklayers: Friday - Andrea Lynd and
Bob Russell; Saturday - Julz and Bill
Mackie
Stewards: Betty Orrin, Friday, and Jenny Beaton on Saturday
Thank you to SWTS for the invitation to
Scotland to judge in such a lovely location. Thank you to Ann Bedford, and all
the behind the scenes helpers for all their
hard work, during and prior to the trial,
and to Carol Russell, Stevie Braithwaite,
Gwen Matear and Lorraine Wilson in the
base, sorting everyone out and doing all the
scores and certificates. A big thank you to
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LINCOLNSHIRE GERMAN
SHEPHERD & ALL BREEDS
TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL

Dave Marchant and MISTER
BEAMISH, 196.5, Q. Speedy, positive
tracking from a young dog, only hesitated
slightly when Dave vanished down a dip!!
He managed to get out to complete a tidy
square and lovely control round. Track
88.5/20, Square 34, Control 34, Agility 20.
Congratulations
2nd
Glenys Page and BRIGLEN
JOSS, 191.5, Q. One of the teams who
tracked in thick fog, which on the uneven
heather is quite scary, but only for the handler! Didn’t bother Ozzie at all, he did a
lovely track followed by a very nice square.
Slightly untidy heelwork and a 2nd attempt
on the scale cost points today. 88/20, 34,
31, 18.5. Well done.
3rd
Jenny Orchard and WILLOWY
WHISPER OF TADMARTON, 187, Q.
Willow was a bit fast and erratic on the
tracking, giving us a couple of scares, but
sorted it well. Nice square and control.
84/20, 33, 30, 20. Well done
4th
Rosie Jones and DREAGANTA
GALLADUDH, 184.5, Q. Steady track
and square, recovering all the articles.
Nice control, couple of hiccups on the agility costing a higher place today. 87/20, 31,
32.5, 14. Well done.
1st

6 - 8 November 2009
Dunholme, Lincoln
STAKES: CD AND UD, WD CONTROL AND AGILITY
Judge: LINDA NEWBOLD
Steward: Joan Snowden
Thank you to the committee of Lincolnshire GSD Working Trials Society for the
invitation to judge. Jim and Jan Sewell
and their fantastic team of helpers run a
great trial and nothing is too much trouble.
Thank you all for looking after me so well.
Thank you to Joan for stewarding and being such great company and putting all the
competitors at their ease. Thank you to the
competitors for entering and allowing me
the pleasure of seeing your dogs work. I
really enjoyed seeing all the dogs work and
wish you all good luck in your future trials.
CD STAKE:

Also qualifying:Mr D Olley and LITTLE RAYMOND,
178.
Mrs A Symon and MIDNIGHT ONYX,
173.
Mrs T Sinfield and TRACEY’S LITTLE
JEZABEL, 160.5.

Dianne Ellis and KENMILLIX
SKY’S THE LIMIT, 92, Q. A super round;
Annie and Dianne make a lovely team.
Congratulations.
2nd
Rose Bayston and CHARLOATS
ALMOST PERFECT, 90.5, Q. A really
nice control round from Amy, only loosing
1.5. Slightly messy square cost a higher
qualification on this occasion. Well done.
3rd
Phil Bauckham and JACK SO
SUNNY, 63.5, NQ. Not Sonny’s day today.
No sendaway or stay, costing a qualifica1st

* * * * * *
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tion, but he’ll soon be there.
UD STAKE:

and best of luck for your future trials.
Steph McBride with SMALE CALYPSO, 196.5, Q. Another lovely control
and agility. Well done, and good luck for
the future.
3rd
Julie Atkins with GLENALPINE
REG, 196, Q. A pleasure to watch, an enthusiastic young dog with so much potential and so eager to please his mum. Well
done.
4th
Sheila Tannert with STYPERSON CLEO, 194, Q. Smashing display
of how it should be done from Teal. Only
dropped half a point on the control. Well
done.
2nd

Rod Roberts with LITTLE JEFF,
193.5, Q. A very polished round from this
experienced handler, back in trials with his
young dog. Full point agility and only one
point lost on the control. Congratulations.
2nd
Wendy Beasley and STARDELL
LUNAR, 190.5, Q. A very impressive
round from this team, with a full point control and agility. Lovely to see a handler and
dog so in tune with each other. Well done
and good luck.
3rd
Paul Beasley and STARDELL
SPICA, 188, Q. Another team only losing
one point on the control. Super round from
this very enthusiastic young dog. Well
done, and good luck in the future.
4th
John Philips and WEST MIDS
WANDERER, 185.5, Q.
Nice control
round from a young, enthusiastic Ruby.
Just a blip on the long jump cost a higher
placing. Good luck for your future trials.
1st

Also qualifying:
Shirley Frankcom with VAPRESTO DISCOVERY, 191.5
Maeve Weselby with STYPERSON GILLIE, 191.5
Andy Laws with LAWS LITTLE FRANKIE, 191
Liz Price with KESTENBAR PARIS,
186.5
Julie Paul with KENMILLIX I’M YOUR
MAN, 185.5
Julie Skipp with ZAK OF SKIPAWAY,
183.5
Kathleen McGuckin with CHARLIE
DANCER OF COURT, 180.5
Janet Bell with BREIGHTON MADDIE,
177
Gillian Flowers with RUSHBOTTOM
RARE SURPRIZE, 166

Also qualifying:Joe Craft with PEPNICK LIVEWIRE,
185.5
Dave Bell with DREAFANTA FINN, 184
Steve Smith with ALBESA A PERFECT
REASON, 180.5
Dianne Ellis with KENMILLIX SKY’S
THE LIMIT, 169.5
Polly Thomas with POLLGINA ROSEBANK ROSE, 167

* * * * * *

WD STAKE:

BLANCHARDSTOWN & DISTRICT DTC
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

Sue Ashby with THE TITAN,
196.5, Q. Great control and agility. A really lovely boy with lots of lots of enthusiasm and desire to please. Congratulations
1st
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11 – 13 December 2009
Rathlangan, Co Kildare

dled by Judith. A pleasure to watch.
Jeff Poole’s GSD, FIRCROFT
CASHEL, CDEx, 189, Qual Excellent. A
search article cost you a higher place. Another very nice round.
3rd
Caroline Woods’ GSD bitch,
PARAVEL ILLUSION, 182.5, Qual Excellent. Qualified on the Agility in UD, which
was first. Well done.
4th
Janette Hickey, HA’PENNY
KELTIC MAGIC, NQ. Not enough on the
nosework. Good luck in the future.
2nd

STAKES: CD, UD, WD, TD
Judge: MOIRA ROGERSON
Tracklayers: Steve Fearon, Bill Richardson, Caroline Woods, Miriam Lyons
Steward: Riona Kilbride
Trails Manager: Jeff Poole
It is always a pleasure to judge at an Irish
trial, and this trial was no exception. From
the moment we arrived we were looked after so well. Judging here, due to smaller
entries, is at a more leisurely pace, but nevertheless, everything ran like clockwork
due to Jeff and Judith’s organisation.
The weather was very good for the time of
year and the dogs tracked really well. As
usual, the jumps were the main problem in
the lower stakes.
A big thank you to everyone who helped at
the trial, especially Steve, who isn’t working a dog at the moment, and Riona, who is
an excellent steward.

WD STAKE:
6 entries
1st
Miriam Lyons’ BC bitch, KALIYON CAOIBHE, 189, Qual Excellent. Another one on the way to the top for Miriam.
2nd
Janette Hickey’s BC dog, Ch &
Int Ch HA’PENNY KINGFISHER, 175.5,
Qual Excellent. A dog with brains as well
as beauty. Well done.
Best Track – Marjory Briggs Ir Sh Ch Weimaraner dog, TRILITE PRIVATE RYAN.
Rarely fails to get best track. Well done.

CD STAKE:
5 entries.
1st
Janette Hickey’s BC bitch,
HA’PENNY KELTIC MAGIC, CJW08,
CW08, Jun Ch, 92.5, Qual Excellent. A
super little bitch. Well done.
2nd
Caroline Woods’ GSD bitch,
PARAVEL ILLUSION, 80, NQ. Jumps
were the problem; other than that a very
nice round.

TD STAKE:
3 entries
1st
Judith Owens-Poole’s BC bitch,
Ch & Int Ch, WTCh FIRCROFT DALWHINNIE, CDEx – TDEx, 201.5, Qual
Excellent. What a dog! What more can
she achieve? Well done, Judith.
2nd
Miriam Lyons’ BC bitch, WTCh
TAMERRYE MARANELLO, CDEx –
TDEx, 194.5, Qual Excellent. Another
very nice round. Well done.
3rd
Jeff Poole’s GSD dog, LATCHETTS BOSS, 184, Qual Excellent. Boss’s
usual enthusiasm cost him a few points.
Well done.

UD STAKE:
6 entries
1st
Judith Owens-Poole’s PWD,
bitch ShCh FIRCROFT BELISIMA, Jun
Ch, CDEx, 192.5, Qual Excellent. Not the
easiest of dogs to work, but expertly han14
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she was a nervous wreck on the first day
she did a fantastic job. A very big thank
you to the farmers for the use of their land
and for holding off spraying the fields until
we had finished, and to Dawn and Dave at
Holly Tree Farm for making us feel so welcome. And last but not least, a big thank
you to all the competitors who entered and
travelled through some horrid weather to
enable me to watch their dogs work - they
were all brilliant. Congratulations to everyone who qualified and commiserations to
those who didn’t………it was just bad luck
on the day as they were all very capable.
Tracking was on grass, which was either
covered in thick frost or snow first thing
in the morning, which showed every footprint, or wet and muddy later in the day,
making the conditions in the afternoon
more difficult, but all the dogs coped really well.

Week ending 21 February 2010
Lower Withington
STAKE: WD
Judge: LINDA NEWBOLD
Tracklayers: Kim Astbury, Jane Douglas, June Reed, Chris Greenhaugh.
Steward: Diane Yeatman
I’d like to thank North West for the opportunity to judge the WD stake at such
a great trial. Thank you to Ray Lea and
his brilliant team of helpers for doing such
a fantastic job organising the trial during
and prior to the event….they even arranged
for lots of lovely snow!! Pam Wadsworth
did her usual fab job in the kitchen with
her band of helpers, who instead of ‘fast
food’ supplied ‘non-stop food’……..if
you let her you could be a stone heavier
by the end of the week!! One more day
and my will power would have vanished!
Thank you for looking after Di and myself
so well. Didn’t get their names, but thank
you also to Ray’s daughter and friend for
the lovely food on Friday evening. Thank
you to Judith and Hazel for manning the
base and sorting all the scores and certificates. Thanks also to Gill, Diane and Chris
Davis for escorting the competitors to their
tracks - everyone was on time and no one
was lost, which helped make things run
smoothly. Thank you to my tracklayers
for doing a brilliant job, with 24 out of 30
teams completing the track, so well done.
And special thanks to Di for keeping me
company and putting down all the squares
and stewarding the control; even though

1st
Sheila Tannert with STYPERSON CLEO, 189.5, Q. Teal tracked later in
the day when it was wet and muddy but did
a lovely track and the fastest square of the
week – 59 seconds! Also awarded the best
nosework trophy. Track 86.5/20, Sq 33,
Control 29, Agility 20. Congratulations.
2nd
Moira Rogerson and XANDOAS
CHANCE, 189, Q. Another lovely track
and square followed by a nice control
round, but then a slight blip on the agility
cost a higher qualification. 86/20, 32, 33.5,
17.5. Very well done.
3rd
Lee Payne and LITTLE ROUGH
RHINESTONE, 186, Q. Nice track on
very frosty ground, a missed square article was costly today. Super control round.
89.5/20, 25, 31.5, 20. Well done.
4th
Andy Fox and STARDELL MUSCA, 184.5, Q. A super track, followed by a
very tidy and accurate square; would have
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STAKE: UD

had the best nosework but for Andy finding
one of the track articles! Lovely control
round, marks lost were just a blip with the
gun test. 89/15, 34, 31.5, 15. Well done.
Also qualifying WDEx:
Rod Roberts with LITTLE JEFF, 87/20,
26, 32, 19, Total: 184
Dave Marchant with MISTER BEAMISH,
85/20, 32, 26.5, 20, Total: 183.5
Gill Armstrong with SAPPHIRE TYG,
87/20, 25, 34, 17.5, Total: 183.5
Tracey-Lee Sinfield and TRACY’S LITTLE JEZABEL, 84/20, 25, 31, 20, Total:
180
Sheila Margreaves with SHADOWQUEST
KANE, 84.5/15, 32, 32.5, 14, Total: 178
Sheila Williams and WAGGERLAND
TOCKEE, 85.5/20, 25, 33, 14.5, Total: 178
Laura Bardwell and POLLIGINA JACKSON MCBRIDE, 87/20, 20, 31.5, 19.5,
Total: 178
Jackie Hope and CARLSBRO MACH,
89/20, 17, 33.5 18, Total: 177.5
Fran Atkin and BLEDRI OF STEPASIDE,
76/15, 33, 32, 20, Total: 176
Heather Donnelly and MOBELLA CARELESS WHISPER, 81/10, 34, 30.5, 18, Total: 173.5
Jenny Holt and BEELAHOLT ZIGGY
ZAG, 78/20, 24, 31.5, 15, Total: 168.5

Judge: JAN PARKER
Tracklayers: Adrian Quick and Jo Magness
Steward: Rosemary Turner
Many thanks to Poole and District DTS for
the invitation to judge, and to Mary and
Melvin, with all their helpers, for organizing such a friendly and efficient trial.
The nosework was on short heather, the
weather good, and my tracklayers, Adrian
Quick and Jo Magness, and search steward,
Rosemary Turner, were superb, resulting in
very good nosework scores from happy
dogs. Unfortunately, the control section
was not so successful leaving us with just
two qualifiers.
Margaret Robinson with JUST
FRANKIE AT TRENTVALLEY, 196
2nd
Lé Newman with STARDELL
LEDA, 188.5
3rd
Barbara Brown with GILDA
EDGED WITH GOLD, NQ
1st

I hope all the competitors enjoyed their
day; I loved watching your dogs work with
such enthusiasm. Congratulations to the
qualifiers, and to the others - you are so
nearly there that success will surely come.
Thank you everyone.

Qualifying WD:
Bob Shropshire and STYPERSON OLIVER, 71/10, 24, 32, 15, Total: 152

* * * * * *

* * * * * *
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the best of luck next time for those that
didn’t. Seeing people do well and enjoying themselves is what makes it all worth
while. Good luck to one and all.

This was my last trial as Manager, and Jan
as Secretary - it’s time to retire. So I’ll start
by saying a very special thank you to Jan
for all her hard work before, during and
after the trials over the years we have run
Lincoln Trial together. To Joan and Malcolm for all their support and giving us a
place to sleep - without you both it would
have been impossible.
Enormous thanks to all my helpers for making this a very special and successful trial;
I’ll not name you individually because you
all know who you are, Tracklayers, Stewards, Criminals, Kitchen staff, base stewards etc. all of you give your time freely
and without question, these people are the
backbone of Working Trials and without
them there would be no trials. It’s been a
pleasure working with you; well done – absolutely brilliant as usual.
A special thank you to the Judges, Jeff
Poole (PD), Bill Richardson (WD), Moira
Rogerson (UD) and Lol Campbell (CD).
All judges set excellent tests and judged
like true professionals. What a great bunch
of judges to finish with. Thank you all for
judging and being such good company.
Thank you to the farmers for allowing us
on their land, and being so generous and
understanding, and to the Lincolnshire
Showground for allowing us to use the car
parks for the Control and PD.
Jan and I would like to thank Jeta and the
members of Lincoln who showed their
kind gesture of appreciation.
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS would like to
congratulate Andy Baker and WTCh. Sid
The Lemon Squeezer on winning the PD,
and wish you both all the best for the KC’s.
I hope the competitors enjoyed the trial;
congratulations to those who qualified and

JIM SEWELL

* * * * * *
SCOTTISH WTS
OPEN TRIAL
20 – 21 March 2010
Gorebridge
TRIALS MANAGER’S REPORT
Despite a few months of heavy snow the
ground was in good shape for this trial,
albeit the grass was fairly short. The area
is known for game and this can make the
tracking a little more challenging but we
did have some qualifiers.
Thank you to the Judges, Terry Austin,
Cath Phillips, Stevie Braithwaite and Caroline Wright, who were great company, set
good tests and made for a very enjoyable
trial. Thanks to Derek McAuley for sorting out the jumps at the start and the end,
dropping everything to come up early and
tracklaying in between. Thanks to all of
the tracklayers, stewards, base staff and
criminals (Jimmy, John, Derek, David,
Lorraine, Ann, Sylvia, Pete, Debbie, Jackie, June, Helen, Mary, Dave, Sarah, Davie),
you were all brilliant. Your time and effort
was very much appreciated.
Once again thanks to the farmers, without
whom we wouldn’t have the trial, and who
are very accommodating in my requests
not to do anything in the fields until the
trial is over! Especially Keith, who moved
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sheep in and then out of fields to make sure
we had sufficient land.
All in all it went well, with only a couple of
incidents with some marauding sheep and
the Trials Manager falling flat on her face!
But as always everyone is very helpful and
things are sorted out very quickly.
Well done to those who qualified and good
luck to everyone in their next trial.
GWEN MATEAR

wall, then the redirect 80 yards along the
wall; UD was 60 yards to a white pole at
the wall; WD was 80 yards up the field to
a blue pole, so the dogs had to run out in a
straight line ‘to nothing’ initially until they
ran closer and saw the marker. Most of the
dogs performed this well, although some
were obviously not used to being asked to
do a `send away’ rather than a `send to`.
In the speak the handler walked five paces
from the dog, and whilst still facing away
the dog was asked to speak - I was looking
for 5 clear barks whilst the dog remained
stationary. Heelwork performances ranged
from very good to those who need a lot
more work. Can I highlight that the heelwork command is given at the start of the
exercise, and I believe shouldn’t be given
again every time you halt and begin a new
pace? Overall the standard was good, however I was surprised at the number of people who, even in the higher stakes, needed
to use their leads to control their dogs between exercises.
Thank you to the competitors for entering
and being so cheery despite your nerves,
and for accepting my decisions graciously.
Also very worthy of noting is that everyone, without exception, thanked Debbie
and me at the end of their test.

STAKES: UD, WD AND TD CONTROL AND AGILITY
Judge: CAROLINE WRIGHT
Steward: Debbie McKay
Thank you to SWTS for asking me to
judge the C/A, to Gwen Matear for giving up her time to organise and manage the
trial, to Helen Jones far collating the entries, manning the base and sorting out the
scores and to Sarah, June, David and Mr
Gwen for the wonderful food and drinks.
Thank you also to the farmers who allow
us to use their land. My biggest thanks of
course go to Debbie my steward - she went
over the tests time and time again before
the first competitor started, making sure
she knew them perfectly so everyone had
an equal chance. She ran around the field
all weekend fetching cones, tape measures,
stopwatches and dead birds - leaving me to
judge. Thank you, thank you, thank you
Debbie, you were BRILLIANT.
We were lucky to have two days and not
too much wind. We had UD and TD on
Sunday which kept things nice and simple. The standard on the jumps was very
good with most teams qualifying in this
section, and in the stays there were only
a few casualties. TD sendaway was 130
yards to a white pole at a mottled white

UD STAKE:
Pam Cuthbert and PIERCES APPRENTICE, XB, 193, Q. A competent,
workmanlike performance, including a
nice confident, controlled sendaway. You
did so well - remember to enjoy it!!
2nd
Mrs V Hunter and SIR PATCHALOTT BEADNELL, WSD, 178.5, Q. Another sharp control round with nice quiet
handling by Vicky. Well done on the qualification.
3rd
Mr N McMechan and BLACK
1st
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VASKO, GSD, 117.5, NQ. Hubble gave
a good account of himself in the control
round. I’m sure a qualification isn’t far
away.
4th
Mrs J Hall and NUNNEYEWOOD RHYTHM N BLUES, Ches Bay
Ret, 111.5, NQ. Full mark jumps and a
competent performance overall.
Well
done.

AMAETHON, XB, 146, NQ. Lady is a
very willing little dog who wants to do her
best for Nick. A bit more work and there
will be no stopping you.
4m
Mrs Susan Sentinella and SHADOWSQUAD ZOFIA, GSD, 136, NQ. Impressively sharp retrieve and confident
sendaway. You are right to be delighted
with her, Susan. Well done.
WD STAKE:
1st
Miss A Symon and MIDNIGHT
ONYX, CDEx, UDEx, Lab, 129.5, NQ.
Nice competent round with a full mark
sendaway.
2nd
Mrs C Savage and GLENLOXLEY STAR WIZARD, BC, 116.5, NQ.
Brock is a whizzy little dog who just can’t
wait for what’s next. Nicely handled by
Cheryl.
3rd
Alison Pollard and HAGGIS OF
GLENDALE, XB, 102, NQ. Excellent
control marks, with just the long jump
causing a problem.
4th
Betty Orrin and TOLBERG
MAN OF MYSTERY WITH MERLOCK,
GSD, 96, NQ. Josh was lovely and attentive throughout the whole test, and always
wanting to know ‘what’s next?’. The dog
I’d like to take home.

STAKES: CD AND WD
Judge: CATH PHILLIPS
Tracklayers: David McPhillips, Lorraine Wilson, Derek McAuley
Steward: Peter Phillips
Many thanks to the society for the invitation to judge. Thanks also to trials manager, Gwen Matear, trials secretary, Helen
Jones, and society secretary, June McPhillips, who kept everything running smoothly back at base. This is a very friendly trial
and Peter and I thoroughly enjoyed our
time with you all. The kitchen staff not
only kept us fed and watered but also warm
with a rather amazing chilli.
Out in the field thanks go to my three loyal
track layers, David McPhillips, Lorraine
Wilson and Derek McAuley, who carefully
laid the tracks and also kept us good company. Of course, thanks also to Peter, who
stewarded for me and for once didn’t argue
with any of my decisions.

TD STAKE:
1st
Nelson Smith and LITTLE
CROW, CDEx – WDEx, BSD, 207, Q.
Mali is a real firecracker but was handled
beautifully quietly by Nelson. Congratulations on the qualification.
2nd
Mrs R Robertson and CORBY
CRAGS KIZZY, Lab x Poodle, 123.5,
NQ. A lovely dog. Needs to iron out some
problems in the sendaway but a good effort
overall.
3rd
Jim McKay and CONADREW

CD STAKE:
1st
Mrs D Smith and SASSY SUZY,
Lab. A lovely keen dog. Disaster on the
jumps cost the qualification. NQ
2nd
Miss S Ashton and MOSS OF
PRIMSIDE, Border Collie. I think Moss
unnerved himself on the clear jump which
affected the other jumps, and this cost him
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a qualification. NQ
3rd
Mrs M Aitchison and KENMILQUIN DIAMOND GUY, Golden Retriever. Not quite ready to qualify - I know
Maureen is still working on the scale so I
hope today was a useful experience. NQ
4th
Mr McMechan and BLACK
AMAETHON, X-Breed. Lady had a
memory loss as regards the sendaway but
I’m sure that will be soon put right, really
needed that sit stay in the control section and of course the jumps! NQ

He had to work hard on the 2nd corner but
he worked it out and tracked the next 4 legs
to the article. Unfortunately he got lost on
the following leg and Betty made the wise
decision not to let him struggle and lose
confidence.
No qualifiers but a great bunch of competitors demonstrating that qualifying isn’t
everything. Only trials folk could travel
hundreds of miles, pay out a small fortune, come home empty handed and still be
proud of their dogs. Good luck to you all
in the future.

There were no qualifiers but no one looked
too disappointed. I think you all enjoyed
working your dogs which is really what it’s
all about. Good luck with your training
and future competitions.

STAKE: UD NOSEWORK

WD STAKE:
1st
Miss A Symon and MIDNIGHT
ONYX, CDEx, UDEx, Lab. Well done,
although Betty didn’t complete the track
the part she did was very accurate. Once
she got the first article I really felt she was
going to have very little difficulty. Never
mind, the potential is there!
2nd
Mrs C Savage and GLENLOXLEY STAR WIZARD, Border Collie.
Brock took the track well and found the
first article. He took the acute angle then
wandered down the field in to no-man’s
land. Hard luck as this was another dog
that showed potential.
3rd
Mrs A Pollard and HAGGIS OF
GLENDALE, X - Breed. Hamish started
off fine on the first 4 legs but then went left
instead of right - Damn!
4th
Mrs B Orrin and TOLBERG
MAN OF MYSTERY WITH MERLOCK,
GSD. Josh didn’t seem to acknowledge the
walk in scent but as soon as he got to the
pole he located the track and off he went.

Judge: STEVIE BRAITHWAITE
Tracklayers: John Hood and Jimmy
Scott
Steward: Jackie Suckling
I would like to thank SWTS for the invitation to judge at Gorebridge. Thank you to
Gwen for organising a successful trial, and
to people in the kitchen for keeping us well
fed.
Thank you to Jackie for laying the search
squares, and to John and Jimmy for laying
the tracks.
Mrs Pam Cuthbert and PIERCES
APPRENTICE, X-breed, 193, Q. This dog
applied himself to the track in a very determined manner, and the experience of the
handler saw them safely through the sticky
moments. Very impressive, and very well
done.
2nd
Mrs Vicky Hunter and SIR
PATCHALOTT BEADNELL, 178.5, Q.
A steady track with just a couple of sticky
1st
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moments, and one delighted handelr when
they finished the track. Well done to you
both.
3rd
Mr Nick McMechan and BLACK
AMAETHON, X-breed, 146, NQ. A very
happy dog, tracking beautifully, but a bit
more work needed in the search square.
Well done.
4
Mrs Susan Sentinella and SHADOWSQUAD ZOFIA, GSD, 136, NQ.
They were unlucky not to finish the track,
but the happy sporting attitude of this handler is what the sport should be about, it
was a pleasure to judge them. Well done.

have settled into the track then turned the
wrong way.
3rd
CONADREW VASKO, GSD,
Jim McKay, 117.5, NQ. 23 + 20, 27, 5.
Hubble made a good effort but again only a
couple of legs of the track completed.
4th
NUNNEYSWOOD RHYTHM N
BLUES, Ches Bay Retriever, Jacquie Hall,
111.5, NQ. 19 + 10, 33, 5. Another team
who tried hard, but unfortunately not successful today.
The fields looked excellent, the weather
ideal – but what do we know? The dogs
really struggled with the tracks, there appeared to be no moisture at all – very dry
and not holding much scent. To the competitors, thank you for entering and allowing me the privilege of judging your dogs
working. It was the conditions which made
it hard – good luck for your future trials.
STAKE: PD

Thank you to all the competitors for entering the stake; I really enjoyed seeing your
dogs, and good luck for the future.
STAKE: TD NOSEWORK
Judge TERRY AUSTIN
Tracklayers: Anne Bedford and David
McPhillips
Squares: Sylvia Austin

Judge: LORNA COTTIER
Tracklayer: Mary Edgar
Search, C/A and Patrol Steward: Ann
Bedford
Patrol Criminals: Dave Torrance and
John Hood

My thanks to SWTS for the invitation to
judge the TD nosework at this very friendly trial. A special thank you to everyone
at the base, Helen, June, trials manager,
Gwen, and everyone in the kitchen. To
Anne and David, thanks for the tracks and
Sylvia for the squares.

Thanks to Gwen Matear for her organisation of the trial. She was so ably assisted at
the Base by Helen Jones doing the scores
(and having taken all the entries) and Davie, the Rangers man, and her mum working
hard in the kitchen. Thanks folks.
To my helpers – thanks for your time and
efforts and also to Cath and Terry for giving me the luxury of run-throughs in the
Patrol round.
There was just one entry in the stake.

LITTLE CROW, CDEx - WDEx,
BSD, Nelson Smith, 207, Q. Track 91.5 +
30, square 33, gun 5. Our only qualifier,
Mali had to work hard on her track, but she
kept at it to produce an excellent nosework
round. A well earned qualification.
2nd
CORBY CRAGS KIZZY, Lab/
Poodle, Rosie Robson, 123.5, NQ. 45 +
10, 26, 5. Tried really hard; seemed to
1st

1st
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Jim McKay and CONADREW

VASKO, GSD. Here is a very good GSD
with loads of potential for this stake. His
commitment in the patrol round can never
be questioned; Hubble just needs better
control overall and more motivation for
his tracking. Well done on a good effort
throughout. 184.5, NQ

also come up each year – I guess I should
also mention the Herts lot (to keep everyone happy!) – let me know if I have missed
out a county!!
We had a variety of weather from thunder
and lightening on the Thursday when we
were setting up, to bright sunshine and blue
sky on the Sunday – sorry if you got one of
the days when it rained (Fri or Sat). This
trial seemed to be the battle of the litters
with about 6 or 7 different litter brothers
and sisters taking part.
The tracking was on winter wheat that
was getting stickier and stickier as the rain
came down, making the track laying and
square stewarding an arduous task – please
remember to thank your track layers and
square stewards; it’s not easy being out
there in horrible conditions.
PENNY BANN

* * * * * *
WEST HERTS WTS
OPEN TRIAL
26 - 28 March 2010
Picotts End, Herts
TRIALS MANAGER’S REPORT
Thank you to Bob and Jenny Fiddaman for
allowing us the use of their farm for our
base and tracking; a special mention to Jenny who hands over her kitchen to us and
allows us to use it to cook all our food –
many thanks, Jenny. Also a big thank you
to Jan Vallack for “allowing” me to be trials manager at a trial that everyone knows
is Jan’s baby.
To my judges, Ron Jaques (TD), Gary
Martin (WD), Jan Vallack (UD), Belinda
Spensley (CD) and Vana Moody (C/A),
you all made my job easy, especially as I
was on unfamiliar territory managing this
trial for the first time. I will let each of the
judges thank their helpers in their own reports.
A special thank you to Val and Rita, who
kept us all fed (the chilli jacket potatoes
were lovely), and to the usual crowd of
helpers from Lincoln and Yorkshire who
make the pilgrimage to West Herts every
year – our trial couldn’t take place without
you all – not forgetting the Essex crew who

STAKE: CD
Judge: BELINDA SPENSLEY
Steward: Valerie King
Thank you to West Herts WTS for inviting
me to judge the CD stake at their spring trial.
This dedicated club has been running trials
for nearly 30 years and in the past were a
very large training club known as Brocket
Park. Lack of training ground has forced
them to stop regular training, but due to the
determination and commitment of Jan Vallack and the club members, it has survived
and continues to run this very popular trial
each year. Thank you to Penny Bann, the
Trials Manager, Rita Banfather and Valerie
King for the wonderful food and to Jenny,
the farmer’s wife, for allowing the use of
her large farmhouse kitchen. As with most
trials, people wear lots of hats and I would
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like to thank Valerie King for also being
my steward. Valerie, your kind quiet manner and professional, friendly assistance is
a true asset not only to me as the judge, but
perhaps more importantly to the competitors who, in this early stake, are very often
nervous and unsure of the ‘etiquette’.
We had four competitors, two of whom
were under the 15” so they worked first
on the control. I was very impressed with
your commitment and in some cases patience. Keep at it!

King and the Chilli Con Carne Queen, Rita
Banfather - you are booked for next year!
To the tracklayers - what fun, hats blowing
off, fur hat to indicate wind direction, muscles on muscles in the legs due to the wet
claggy ground and my dear friend Jackie
Sears stewarding and making me laugh.
Thanks to you all – due to their efforts, I
saw some super nosework, but there were
only two qualifiers, litter brothers, one
track article the difference between the
two. First trial for both dogs.

Anne Ferrins with CLOVER
HAYES MAISIEMOUSE, X-Breed (under
15”), B, 86.5, Q. Maisie was a credit to
you and happily did everything you asked.
A bit unlucky with the long jump but made
up for it with the scale. Well done!
2nd
Tina Hart with CONNEMARA
BELLE, X-Breed, B, NQ.
3rd
Carol Burgess with CAROBILLS
SIENNE LACE, Min Poodle, NQ.

1st

Paul Adams with SHERIGEM
GLYNN, BC, D. Track 88/20, Sq 35, Gun
5. Congratulations, Paul, being an experienced handler showed here, well done.
196.5, COM
2nd
Mick Head with SHERIGEM
JAZPER BC (D). Well done, Mick, at your
first working trial. 186.5, COM

1st

The dog our team would have taken home
was a little working Cocker Spaniel named
‘Rags’. What a star, with a turbo charged
tail! Another that impressed me was a
GSD bitch, ‘Diva’ with Jill Blinch. Lovely
nosework, I’m sure you will sort the jumps
soon Jill.
Thank you to the UD competitors for giving me the privilege of judging your dogs,
you were a credit to the sport of working
trials, enjoy it and good luck to all of you.
If you have or haven’t qualified in any
stake, go to the base and say “Thank you” good manners don’t cost anything. Thanks
for the very useful gift.

STAKE: UD NOSEWORK
Judge: JAN VALLACK
Tracklayers: June Hines, Caroline Martin, Jim Sewell
Stewards: Jackie Sears
Thank you for the pleasure of judging
at my own club for the first time. Many
thanks to Penny Bann, Trials Manager, for
the excellent organisation, as usual. Everything was provided and was wonderful.
Bob and Jenny Fiddaman (the farmers)
hand their farm over to the club for the
week, including Jenny’s kitchen. Thank
you seems inadequate really as their hospitality is fantastic.
Thank you to the ladies in the kitchen for
the fab food, Jenny Fiddaman, Valerie

STAKE: WD NOSEWORK
Judge; GARY MARTIN
Tracklayers: Joan Snowdon, Jim Sewell
Square Steward: Helen Brown
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Many thanks to West Herts WTS for the invitation to judge at this well organised and
friendly event. It is a real pleasure to be
able to spend time with such a dedicated
and enthusiastic group of trialists. The
organisation is second to none, thanks to
Penny Bann and her merry gang of helpers. Nothing is left to chance and everything you could ask for as a judge is laid
on with efficiency that is the trademark of
this society. The base, land and company
was truly first class and I had a thoroughly
good time. The ladies in the kitchen, Rita
and Val (by far the most important people
at any trial!) worked like Trojans and kept
everyone well fed and watered, thank you
so much. Bob and Jenny the farmers are
truly exceptional people. Not only do they
allow us onto their land and move machinery around so we can use their barns, but
Jenny helps in the kitchen and I know Bob
would put tracks down if he could!! You
are both great people and working trails
owe you a great deal of thanks.
My team in the field were tracklayers Joan
and Jim and Helen laid the squares. Every
competitor was given the very best opportunity to get round. Tracks and squares
were just as I had asked - thank you all very
much, you were great company and made
my task very much easier. There cannot be
many sports where the helpers travel such
long distances to wander around a field. I
know that Joan, Malc, Nigel and June all
travelled down after a day’s work on the
Thursday, arrived about 11pm, set up their
caravans, sorted out the dogs and then got
up early Friday to lay tracks. Jim and Jan
had the `luxury` of arriving at about 9pm
and then getting themselves and their dogs
sorted! The sport owes you all a huge
thank you, and I personally thank you for
all your help and your excellent company.

The nosework took place on well grown
winter wheat that was a decent length. The
weather was fantastic, bright, a bit of a
breeze, and that all important little bit of
dampness on the ground. I set a track pattern that would offer a reasonable test to
a well prepared team. The articles were a
8cm x 2cm piece of sponge and an 8cm
piece of green garden hose. The square
consisted of a green plastic milk container cap, a 5cm long pice of 40mm dowel,
a 5cm square piece of leather and a 6cm
piece of green scourer.
We had some very good performances and
some that were just not ready, with one or
two hard luck stories. The overall standard
was good and in the vast majority I could
see potential to do very well in the future.
Chris Theobald with her Border
Collie bitch, XANDOS ABBYLON AT
TYTRI. 87/20/34. What a little cracker
Abby is! Great attitude to work, with a real
desire to please you Chris. As you would
expect very well handled, with gentle encouragement at just the right moments. A
team with load of promise for the future.
Just a couple of bits on the track which for
the most part was really nice. A square to
die for, with one mark lost by Mum giving us a juggling display and then dropping
second article! Abby is a real treasure and
I know you were thrilled with her work.
Well done to you both.
2nd
Wendy Beasley with her Border Collie bitch, STARDELL LUNAR.
88.5/10/28. Lunar is a real star in the making, she has a real desire to please and is
an enthusiastic worker. Faultless handling
from Wendy – just as you`d expect. You
have a lovely rapport with her, Wendy, and
with your sympathetic, quiet handling this
is a team destined for the very top. I wish
1st
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you all the very best in the future.
3rd
Paul Beasley with his Border Collie dog, STARDELL SPIKA. 87/20/19.5.
Spika showed he has such potential and
with Paul’s quiet sympathetic approach this
is a team to watch. Tracked really nicely,
and when a walker in the next field stopped
to spectate, Spika paused and things could
have been awkward, however Paul got this
youngster back into focus and off he went.
Great handling and a really great dog. Only
two out of the square but he never stopped
trying, and that’s all you can ask of him.
Good luck in the future, Paul, you make a
great team.
4th
Val Isherwood with her male
Working Sheep Dog, DUSTERS TWENTY FOUR SEVEN. 85/15/21. Seven does
make you work, doesn’t he, Val!! He is a
real livewire who needs all your experience
to harness that drive. In less experienced
hands he would run rings round his handler, but your patience and perseverance
will see you through. Nice track with just
a few hiccups. Square tested your resolve,
but I know you’ll sort it out. Good luck in
the future with him, Val.

vitation to judge the CD Stake at this very
friendly trial run by Charlie Taylor, assisted by Martine. As usual, Jackie Gibney
provided first class refreshments, as well
as keeping the score boards up to date and
writing certificates and place cards. Jan
was a superb steward, putting the competitors at their ease; she too was a wearing two hats as she was responsible for
running the base in her usual efficient and
cheerful manner.
I set a straight forward test; as I called the
retrieve, Jan put out the search consisting of
a red cartridge, a cork and a 2 inch square
of green rubber wellie. Of the fifteen teams
that ran 14 recovered all three articles and
one team 2. On the whole the retrieve was
executed to a high standard.
The control commenced with heel on lead
around three sides of a 20 yard square followed by a 30 pace recall diagonally back
to the first corner. Heel free followed in
exactly the same pattern, finishing with a
70 yard send away to two crossed white
poles with flags in line with a large tree
in the distant fence. As is so common in
CD the jumps took their toll; unfortunately
33% of the competitors failed this section.
I do hope that you all enjoyed the test as
much as I enjoyed judging you and your
dogs. Congratulations to those who qualified, and I am sure it will not be too long
before the rest of you achieve success.

* * * * * *
BAGSD
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
24 - 28 March 2010
Tewkesbury

1st
Mrs M Robinson JUST FRANKIE AT TRENTVALLEY, WSD, 97, Q.
Frankie showed himself to his best ability
in these experienced hands. A worthy winner.
2nd
J Jefferson, BEKKIS THE PATHFINDER, BC, 91.5, Q. Just lost odds and
ends here and there due to his enthusiasm.
3rd
Mrs S Gordon, ABBIEGALE OF

STAKE: CD
Judge: JENNY ORCHARD
Steward: Jan Darby
I would like to thank BAGSD for the in25

THE VALLEY, Lab, 90, Q. A lovely sendaway and recall.
4th
Ms J Cooke, WAGGERLAND
TOPIC, WSD, 89, Q. Topic worked brilliantly; just lost 0.5 in both the nose work
and C/A, however the sit stay proved costly. However, I am sure Topic will prove to
be as succesful as Jean’s other dogs.

9 entered, 8 ran. Breeds: Hovawart, GSD,
WSD, BSD, Lab and Cross. All qualified
the nosework; one scratched prior to the
C/A and 4 qualified overall. The ground
was grassland to die for and the weather
cool with a short showery squall. Track
pattern: 750 yards long, 8 legs; articles:
half a wooden clothes peg and a red shotgun cartridge both placed east - west.
Square articles: green foam, white plastic
fork, peat pot and a piece of garden frost
matting. (The fork only made it back to the
handler in one piece on two occasions!)
The control round, which was designed
to move smoothly from one exercise to
the next, commenced with medium paced
heelwork to the retrieve; fast pace to the
sendaway and slow pace to the jumps followed by the stay. One second attempt was
allowed on the agility section; at the face of
the scale.

Also Qualified CDEx:
Mrs L. Poole, VOMKYNA DIAZ, GSD,
86.5
Mr M. Millington, GLENALPINE PERDI,
BC, 86
Mr M. Herrits, MASTER MAKATS INTUITION, NovEx, WSD, 84.5
Mr G. Taylor, GERONIMO BATES, WSD,
80

STAKE: UD

Keith Rowley with his Labrador
B, WISCOMBE JAZZ, 185.5, Q UDEx.
Typical Labrador track (with a couple of
slight “hunting” dives off it on the last
leg!) followed by a fast square. Just needs
reminding that Labs are supposed to have
soft mouths, Keith! I am sure you will not
be repeating the mistake made at the scale!
A very good all round performance with a
full mark sendaway. Congratulations.
2nd
Carol Huckle with her BSD
Terveuren D, VAPRESTO DIABLO
KINGSWOLD, 183, Q UDEx. The dog
was very confident the majority of the way
round, again having a little trouble with the
last leg. If the 4th article had been recovered she could have taken the red rosette
home instead of the blue! The C/A was
almost faultless and extremely stylish with
full mark heelwork, retrieve and jumps.
Very well done.
1st

Judge: ALLYSON TOHMÉ
Tracklayers: David Barker and Ruth
Cahill
Square Steward: Sam Taylor
C/A Steward: Yvonne Filleul
Catering: Jacqui Gibney
DIY: Derek
My thanks to: BAGSD for the invitation
to judge; Ruth, David and Sam for ensuring that all of the competitors qualified the
nosework section! Yvonne for stewarding
with consideration, clarity and consistency; Jacqui for my “bespoke” breakfast
and lunch as well as organising the scores
and certificates; Derek for wielding the
hammer on the stakes for the scale (you’re
so strong!) and finally the competitors for
entering under me and accepting my decisions with good grace.
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Sarah McDowell with her BC D,
PERFECT ZAK, 178, Q UDEx. A very
positive track followed by a solid square,
backed up by a confident C/A round. I am
reliably informed that you have been away
from the dog for some time, so well done
on this result!
4th
Lorna East with her WSD D,
PENDRE IOLO, 159, Q UD. This team
made my job very difficult in both the
nosework and the C/A sections! All the
drops and mouthing were extremely costly
in the morning; adding on the barking plus
the constant wandering off in the afternoon
equalled an “only” qualification. But I am
sure that Lorna’s grit and determination
will resolve these issues going forward!
3rd

Judge: PAUL ADAMS
Tracklayers: Maurice Millington (2
days), David Barker (2 days), Ruth Cahill (1 Day)
Search Steward: Ruth Cahill (1 day),
Cath Manfield (1 day)
C/A Steward: David Barker
I would like to thank Ann Clarke and the
BAGSD committee for the invitation to
judge the WD stake at the Tewkesbury trial.
As usual it was a well run trial, managed
by Charlie Taylor who was then controlled
by the real trials managers, Jan Darby and
Jacqui Gibney.
We had 18 entries with 11 turning up to
work. The ground was wheat with about
3’’ growth; it looked ok but on the Wednesday night before the first day we had very
heavy rain and then on Thursday night we
had more rain. So what we thought would
be OK was in fact very hard going and every dog, including the qualifiers, struggled
to track as the ground was very wet and
heavy. My 2 track layers did an excellent
job in very difficult conditions, and every
track was laid as I wanted - many thanks.
My search steward for Thursday was Ruth,
she also fired the gun and kept us under
control all day. Ruth also laid the spare
track on Friday - many thanks, Ruth. On
Friday Cath stepped in to cover for Ruth
and she also did a great job of square laying
and gun shooting - thank you, Cath. On the
Thursday David Barker stewarded the C/A,
giving everyone clear instructions - thank
you, David. On Friday I stewarded myself
so that David could do the spare track, and
as I didn’t see him afterwards I assume it
was OK.
1st
Tony Lockyer with LAWINICK COME N GET IT AT HARTSHILL,

I would like to thank the competitor who
withdrew their dog from competition prior
to the C/A in consideration of their dog; it
saved me from making a difficult decision
and was much appreciated. This demonstrated good judgement and self discipline
which was all the more challenging because they were qualifying.
Hard luck story of the stake, James Warrior
with Rosie; one mark short on the agility
section!
Best laugh of the day, when one competitor arrived ready to work apart from forgetting their dumbbell. Another mistake that
will probably never be repeated! (This has
happened to me too in the not too distant
past but not on the competition field thank
goodness!).
For those who were not successful on the
day, better luck next time. I really enjoyed
watching handlers and dogs work my test
and the gift was inspired!
STAKE: WD
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CDEx, UDEx, GSD, B, 187.5, Q WDEx.
As I said before, every dog struggled on the
track and Isla was no exception, however
she did not give up at all. On the C/A Tony
lost just 1 mark on the sendaway. It was a
privilege to watch a master at work - well
done, Tony.
2nd
Kevin Hill with VEKKA LADY,
GSD, B, 186.5, Q WDEx. Kevin and his
first dog were trained by Tony Lockyer and
I reckon you really did listen to what Tony
had to say, as you did a brilliant track and a
very good control round with the dog you
trained yourself, Vekka. Kevin also won
the Best Nosework award. Well Done.
3rd
Sheila Tannert with STYPERSON CLEO, CDEx, UDEx, WDEx, Lab,
B, 173, Q WDEx. Teal struggled on the
track and, as Sheila said, you couldn’t even
see a footprint just to reassure yourself;
however she managed to finish it and then
did a nice square. Control, as I expected,

was very good. Well Done
Sheila Williams with WAGGERLAND TOCKEE, WSD, D, 166.5, Q
WDEx. The same applied to Sheila; the
track was hard going which took it out of
the dog and so he only retrieved 3 out of
the square. Went on to do a nice control
round.
4th

I think that if it had not rained so much
before the trial tracking would have been
much better, but I guess that’s trials. Finally, I would like to congratulate Ann Clarke
on winning the Ticket at Tewkesbury.
(cont. next month)
FOR SALE
SCALE JUMP £50
Max height 8ft (jumps up to 7ft)
Max width 4ft 8in.
Worcestershire
Tel: 01527 835268

OUTSTANDING TRIAL REPORTS

FEBRUARY:
WKC, Champ:
NE Counties, Open:
ASPADS Dundee, Open:
Surrey, Open:
Yorks Nostell, Champ:
MARCH:
Lincoln, Champ:
SATS, Champ:
Essex2000, Open:
Iceni, Open:
Hucknall, Open:
Hampshire, Open:
West Herts, Open:
APRIL:
Yorks West Bretton, Open:
		
BAGSD Flintham, Champ:
Surrey, Champ:
MAY:
Midland Counties, Open:
SWTS, Lauder, Champ:

2010
Intro & CD – Zoe Finlay, PD – Charlie Taylor
CD & C/A – Jacquie Hall, UD – Brian Ogle
CD – Roy Drummer, TD – Jim Jeffrey
Intro – Stan Ford
CD – Julz Findeisen, UD – Margaret Robinson
UD - Moira Rogerson, WD – Bill Richardson
CD – Manda McLellan, WD – Lee Payne
C/A – Barry Harvey, PD – Paul Morling
CD & C/A – John Wykes, TD – Eric Nichols
UD - Rob Currie, TD – Rod Roberts
TD – Chris Brooks
C/A – Vana Moody, TD nosework – Ron Jaques
C/A – Ann Bedford, CD – Karon Tiffany,
WD nosework – Joan Snowden, PD - Malc Snowden
CD – Linda Newbold
TD – Margaret Robinson
WD Nosework – Laura Bardwell, PD – Paul Morling
CD/Veteran – Eric Carpenter, WD – Bill Richardson

A few people have said to me that they’ve emailed their reports to “the website”. This is nothing to do with
WTM, so please could you send your reports to me as well reports@workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk. Thank
you! Judy
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GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES FOR SALE
Born 10 June 2010
SIRE: Tyguard Banjo of Richline SCH III
Hips: 5:7
DAM: K estenbar Paris, CDEx, UDEx, WDEx
Hips: 6:2
4 dog puppies available
£500
Contact: Liz Price 01636 830248
email: liz@air-receivers.co.uk

INTRODUCTION TO WORKING TRIALS WEEKEND
Hosted by
Ranmore Dog Training Club
in aid of Kennel Club Championships
to be staged by Surrey DTS 2010.
Saturday 28th and/or Sunday 29th August
Beginners – come and improve your dog’s performance
Newcomers – come and find out what working trials is about –
Find out whether you would enjoy it – and whether your dog would enjoy
it!
Contact: Liz de Unger on 01483 203941 for information
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HAUS BAILEY GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS

Superb Working Bloodline Litter Born 23 June 2010 4 Males and 6 Females

Sire Nyrvana Fagin vom Haus Bailey (Spike) SCH3
Spike has a great Temperament both in working and living at home, he has sired many
Police Dogs Prison Dogs,Obedience Dogs ans also in Schutzhund. Spike has also sired 2
puppies which were exported to Belgium as Guild Dogs for the Blind.
Dam: Haus Bailey Fable (Maddie) SCH3
Maddie is a high drive bitch who loves to work she has a great temperament which makes
her easy to live with. This is maddies second litter out of her first litter 2 are Police dogs 1
into Working trials 1 Schutzhund and 2 as Family Companions.
Both Sir and Dam worked on the Dark Knight Batman movie inwhich both dogs and I
had a lot of fun.
These puppies are both suitable for working and as family companions
Contact: Jackie 07801369959 or e-mail: j.baileyk9@btinternet.com
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SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
In aid of 2010 Kennel Club Championships

PD Training Weekend
With

Mick Tustain
14th -15th August at Ockley, Surrey

Tracklaying Training
5th September

Practical Judging Seminar
Date to be arranged

All Levels Welcome
For further information or to book a handler or spectator place
Contact Liz De Unger On 01483 203941

RANMORE DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
Fri 5th - Sun 7th November 2010
At: Oakwood Hill Village Hall, Oakwood Hill
Nr. Ockley, Surrey. RH5 5PU
Judges: 			
			
			
			

P.D. Stake		
W.D. Stake		
U.D. Stake 		
C&A			

Lauren Marlow
Stella Smyth
Caroline Ashford
Burt Maynard

Entry Fee: All Stakes: Non-members: £ 18.00 ; Members : £ 17.00
OAPs £1 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 4th OCTOBER 2010
Entries, With Fees To: Sue Henderson, 33 Highacre, Dorking, RH4 3BF
(Please enclose a S.A.E. - Thank you)
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SCOTTISH KENNEL CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
Jedforest Deer & Farmpark,
Mervinslaw, Jedburgh, Roxburghshire,
Wednesday 1st December & Sunday 5th December 2010
(May go forward if necessary)
Judges: 		
		

TD
Ron Jaques
WD
Jim Jeffrey
CD
Ann Bedford
(All work in one day)

Entry Fees – Tracking Stakes £20.00, CD Stake £15.00.
(SKC Members £3.00 reduction)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 8th NOVEMBER 2010
Schedules/Entry forms, (including the fees and S.A.E) to the Trials Manager.
Sheila Shearer, 2 Plenderleith Cottages, Jedburgh,
Roxburghshire, TD8 6NE Tel. 01835 840664
PORTLAND DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
21st. October- 24th.October 2010
At:: Waterston Ridge, Dorchester Dorset
Judges:
		
		
Veteran
WD&UD

UD.
W.D.
Veteran

Roger Shrimpton
Roger Shrimpton
Alan Hedges

Non Members £13
Non Members £17

Members £11
Members £16

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 20TH. SEPTEMBER 2010
Schedules from/Entries to: Ms. Pat Middleton-Smith (Trials Manager)
Applegate Waterston Ridge Dorchester Dorset DT2 7SL
01305-264422 /
07831-457860
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR GERMAN SHEPHERD DOGS
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
On: 22nd and 24th October 2010
At: Long Compton, Oxfordshire.
Judges:
		
		

TD Nosework
UD Nosework
C&A and CD Stake

Heather Donnelly
Gill Lawrence
Sue Jones

Entry Fees: TD & UD - £18.00, CD-£13.00

(£2.00 reduction to paid-up BAGSD Members - Membership Number must be quoted on entry)

(Cheques should be made payable to B.A.G.S.D. Working Trials)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER 2010
Schedules from/Entries with fees to the Trial Manager:
Mrs Jennifer Speake, Ironstone Farmhouse, Milton,Banbury, Oxon. OX15 4HH
(Please enclose S.A.E.)

EAST ANGLIA WTS
OPEN TRIAL

Sept 25th-26th 2010
Waterlow Farm Kennels, Kings Lynn
Judges:		
			
			
			

PD
WD
UD
CD

Wendy Beasley
Sandra Lewindon
Mark Lewindon
Mark Lewindon

Entry Fees Tracking Stakes £16 members £15
CD £12 members £11
ENTRIES TO BE RECIEVED BY FRIDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER 2010
entries with fees and s a e to Sandra Dearing Waterlow Farm Kennels
Waterlow Road, Terrington St Clement, Kings Lynn, PE34 4PS
Tel: 01553 8328243 or 827322
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SOUTHERN ALSATIAN TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
16th – 18th September 2009
Priesthawes Farm Ersham Road Hailsham East Sussex BN24 5BL
Judges 		
			
			
			

PD Stake 		
WD Stake		
UD Stake		
Introductory		

Lauren Marlow
Mick Tustain
Lynn Watkins
Stan Ford

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £16.00 Introductory £10.00
(£2.00 reduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 16TH AUGUST 2010
Entries & all enquiries to:- Mrs. Frances Webb, 58 Huggetts Lane, Willingdon,
Eastbourne, East Sussex, BN22 0LU Tel: 01323 509721

POOLE & DISTRICT DTS
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
Linwood, New Forest
21st - 25th September 2010
Judges:
		
		
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake
Introductory Stake

John Wykes
Ruth Cahill
Val Upton
Pippa Bentham
Christine Brooks

Entry fee’s Tracking stake, £18.00, CD £13.00, Into stake £8.00
Members less £1.00
ENTRIES MUST BE RECIEVED BY 22ND AUGUST 2010
Schedules from / Entries to Trials Manager Melvin Drewitt, 35 Glenwood Rd,
Verwood, Dorset. BH31 6HU
Please enclose SAE
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YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
On: 4th/5th September 2010
(prior days may be used if necessary)
At:
Rufforth Sports Club, Rufforth, North Yorks YO23 3QA.
Judges:
		
		

Working Dog (nosework)
Utility Dog (Nosework)
C.D. & C/A			

Phil Jackson
Richard Musgrave
Julie Findeisen

Entry Fees: C.D. Stake £11.00 TD WD UD Stake £16.00.
£1.00 reduction for members
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WEDNESDAY 11TH AUGUST 2010
Entry with Fees/SAE to: Trials Manager, Dave Craven, 9 Taylor Drive, Ossett, West
Yorkshire, WF5 0SX Telephone 01924 264899

LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
On: 8th – 14th November 2010
at:
The Ex-Serviceman’s Club, Pailton, Warwickshire, CV23 0QB
Judges:
		
		
		
		

TD
WD
UD
CD
Veteran

Tony Lockyer
Ann Shepherd
Maureen Reagan
Yvonne Carpenter
Dot Levin

Entry Fees: Nosework stakes £18.00, CD £13.00, Veteran £8.00
Members: £1.00 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY: MONDAY 4TH OCTOBER 2010
Schedules from / entries with fees to:
Mrs Dot Levin, 9 The Ryelands, Lawford Heath, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 9EN
Tel: 07930 364352
(please enclose an SAE)
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NORTH EAST COUNTIES WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
From 18th -24th October, 2010.
At: Satley Village Hall, Satley, Co. Durham.
Judges:
		
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD & Veteran

Lol Campbell
Bill Richardson
Ray Lea
Brian Glasgow

Trials Manager –Julia Findeisen .Tel. 07824 333 703
ENTRY FEES:
			
			

Tracking Stakes £17, CD Stake £13.
(Paid-up members £2 reduction)
Veteran Stake £5

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 15th SEPTEMBER, 2010.
Entry forms, fee and S.A.E. To:
Mrs J. Findeisen, Redmires Farm, Tow Law, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham. DL13 4PJ

NORTH EAST COUNTIES WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
2nd – 5th September 2010
Nothumberland Canine Centre, Unit 10, Lee Moor Business Park, Rennington, Nr Alnwick.
NE66 7RL

Judges:		
			
			

PD		
UD		
CD		

Jacqui Gibney
Glenys Page
Liz Roberts

Entry fees: tracking stakes £17; CD stake £13 (paid up members £2 reduction)
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 4TH AUGUST 2010
(any KC approved entry form will be accepted)
Entry forms, fee and S.A.E. to;
Miss Jacquie Hall, 9 The Wynding, Beadnell, Nothumberland, NE67 5BU
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NATIONAL AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD ASSOCIATION
OPEN TRIAL
4 - 5th September 2010 at
Hazelton farm, Castle Combe, nr. Chippenham. SN14 7JB.
JUDGES
			

Introductory stake
CD			

Mrs. Marney Wells
Mrs. Irene Nicholl

Entry fees Intro / CD £14 .00. paid up members £1.00 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE 9TH AUGUST 2010
Schedules from / Entries (with fees & SAE) to the trials manager
Linda Reynolds, 10 Neath Road, Rhos, Nr, Pontardawe SA8 3EB
Tel. 01792 863391 / 07546520696

MIDLAND COUNTIES GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
4 – 10 October 2010
The Snooty Fox Ollerton Notts NG22 9AD
Judges:
		
		
		

TD
WD
UD
CD

Barrie Gilbert
Jean Howells
Dave Marchant
Steph McBride

Entry Fees: Tracking stakes £18.00 CD £16.00
(£2.00 reduction for paid up members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 6 SEPTEMBER 2010
Schedules/entry forms from and Entries and Fees to :David Waite
29 Queensway, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 7GG
Or download from workingtrials.co.uk
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SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
Macmerry, East Lothian

Saturday 9 And Sunday 10 October 2010
JUDGES
		
		
		
		
		

PD Stake
TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake/Veteran
C&A

Heather Patrick
Lorraine Wilson
Penny Pritchard
Ann Forest
Yvonne Walker
Debbie Meade

TRIALS MANAGER: June McPhillips 01578 718861

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 2010
Tracking Stakes
CD Stake

ENTRY FEES
£15.00 ( Members )
£11.00 ( Members )

£17.00 ( Non Members )
£13.00 ( Non Members )

Entries for the above trials, schedules and information ( please send SAE ) from the Trials Secretary: Helen Jones, 12 Higginson Loan, Mayfield, Dalkeith EH22 5RE Tel: 01875 820464/ 07795
823369

SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
Lauder, Berwickshire,
Tuesday 24 To Sunday 29 August 2010
JUDGES
		
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake/Veteran

Ann Bedford
John Gray
Joyce Rae
Bob Russell

TRIALS MANAGER: David McPhillips 01578 718861

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 3 AUGUST 2010
ENTRY FEES
Tracking Stakes
£16.00 ( Members )
£18.00 ( Non Members )
CD Stake
£12.00 ( Members )
£14.00 ( Non Members )
Veteran £5.00 (Open to all dogs Q. UDex or above , attained age of 7 yrs on closing date for
entries and has not competed in any Trial for 6 months prior to the trial)
Entries for the above trials, schedules and information ( please send SAE ) from the Trials Secretary: Mrs. Lorna Cottier, 5 Hillside Gardens, Dolphinton, West Linton. Peeblesshire EH46 7AE
Telephone number 01968 682218 / 07816 485265
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ASPADS

WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY

OPEN WORKINGTRIAL
At: Monk Fryston
E nding o n Sund ay 19 th SEPT E MBE R 2010
TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Judges
Liz Roberts
Jacqui Gibney
Damian Chadwick
Cath Chadwick

All work in one day.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 12TH AUGUST 2010
Please Enclose SAE
Entries with entry fee to:
Dave Stewart, 11 Penlands Walk, Colton, Leeds, Yorkshire, LS15 9DL
Tel: 01132 253912

OTHER TRIALS 2010
Dundee Champ
Ends Sun 7 Nov
Closes Wed 10 Oct

William Rae, 5 South Street,
Monifieth, Dundee, DD5
4PJ

TD – Jim Jeffrey
WD/UD – Tracey Park
CD – Sheila Margreaves

Tillmouth Open
Ends Sun 14 Nov
Closes Wed 13 Oct

Jackie Suckling, 20 Orchard
Smallholdings, Hume,
Kelso,
TD5 7TS

UD – Brian Glasgow
CD/Special Veteran – Roy
Drummer

Enfield Open
Ends Sun 6 Dec
Closes Wed 28 Oct

Vana Moody, 35 Chace
Avenue, Potters Bar, Herts,
EN6 5LZ

WD – Mark Lewindon
UD – Gary Martin
C & A – Eric Nicholls

Entry Fees for 2010 Trials: Tracking Stakes, £20.00 – CD, £15.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Mob: 07795 086843 Email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk
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